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Are you sitting comfortably? 

Then I’ll begin the Tale of being Transgender in America

… 

a very long thread

This group funded by public grants has a focus on ‘gender diverse’ youth and kids groups and
there was a plea to fill out the training evaluation form to maintain funding.

80 people signed up, but only a max. of 34 eventually logged in, to the natural disappointment
of Jenn.

This normally 6-hour training session was boiled down to 3-hours with the facilitator Jenn
having no clue how to use Zoom software.

Thus, this was Jenn for most of the training session.

Long minutes with nothing happening.
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Jenn hadn’t got started properly before a request was made for female voice training from a
provider of the same. 

Tutoring for ‘metal screaming’ is also available.

Meet The Staff | TruVoice Lessons LLC
Online transgender voice training. Voice feminization, voice masculinization,

singing lessons. Unlock Your TruVoice!

https://www.truvoicelessons.com/meet-the-staff

These were the people Jenn wanted to acknowledge and whose materials informed the
workshop.

Stryker - Prof. of Gender Studies, Arizona Uni

Roberts - blogger

Roughgarden - Prof. of Biology, Stanford Uni

Harlan Pruden - author of Jenn’s Native American Two Spirit people slides

Hal Pruden lectures widely on the supposed American Indian Two Spirit tradition, he also
uses the GenderBread person as source materials. 

Pruden has a solid LGBT twitter following, yet American Indian followers or organisations
are scant, if not non-existent.
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I don’t know anything about American Indian politics or history, but the leader of the
Cherokee Nation and its main account have *never* tweeted ‘Two Spirit’, nor on any LGBT
issues. Nor has @/indianz.com which represents the Winnebago tribe.

Kind of what I was expecting.

Nor have they tweeted the word ‘winkte’ - which is supposedly the correct term for Two
Spirit people. 

I’m quite sure that neither Jenn nor Pruden understand the context of the quote below, or else
deliberately misrepresent Means’ views.

It’d be an understatement to say Means had no time for leftist politics.

He died in 2012, well before trans activism became mainstream.

One suspects he would have spoken out very strongly against the current misappropriation of
the term.
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“I Am Not a Leader”: Russell Means’ 1980 Mother Jones Cover Story

In a provocative piece, the American Indian Movement activist lashed out at

European "death culture" and the left.

https://www.motherjones.com/politics/2012/10/russell-means-mother-jones-interview-1…

With a straight face Jenn began by telling us that appropriation of Native culture was not on
and that when he used the term ‘Two Spirt’ is was not really analogous to transgenderism, yet
that’s exactly what he did, kept making direct comparisons.

Two Spirit people could basically occupy any of the important roles they wanted in Indian
society, according to Jenn. 

American Indian society was completely non-judgemental and loving blah blah blah 

They could have sexual relationships with men and women without any censure.

LGBT American Indians apparently adopted the term Two Spirit (remember this is the term
which isn’t analogous to sexual orientation or transgenderism) in 1989, so strange none of the
Tribes I researched use this term. Also, why adopt an English term to unify the concept?
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It was ‘Abrahamic religions’ which destroyed American Indian society. 

Then it was time for our first grooming of the evening with our first breakout session with the
question set out below.

Kids wouldn’t have such bad feelz about being trans and would understand the history and
violence of colonisation (i.e. heteronormativity) was the predictable and correct response.

Jenn is a Director of TransActive Gender Project linked to Lewis and Clark Counselling
School. It had been working with kids and family in the Portland area and had helped about
450 kids and 200 families. 

There were groups of all ages and kids as young as 3 years old.

Jenn then warned us, about an hour into the meeting, that he was recording the meeting.

Thanks for the heads up Jenn!

Jenn repeated that for 400 years prior to the colonisation of America, American Indian Two
Spirit people had lived with no moral judgement being passed on them (and by that he really
meant LGBT people).

Then we moved onto the second phase of the training, looking at the criminalisation of
transgender people in modern times. 

Cross dressing was apparently banned in 40 cities across the US, including San Francisco.
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Including Nell Pickrell who Jenn referred to as a ‘ladies person’, a Freudian slip perhaps, that
Jenn felt he couldn’t refer to her as a ‘ladies man’.

Jenn then spoke at length the importance of passing to transgender people, not letting slip yet
his big secret. 

Passing is essential to safety for trans people, but also leads to isolation - so basically you’re
damned if you do, damned if you don’t - World’s Most Oppressed ™

Jenn said with a slight degree of glee that lots of transmen report that women treat them as
threats.

Jenn also said that a lot of black people tried to pass as white and that it was a life and death
situation for them.

Then it was time for the second grooming of the evening. 
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A white female in my breakout room said she would not dare to imagine what it would be like
to be misgendered.

Another woman told a story about being invited to be an observer at a ‘non-trans’ gender
meeting. Another woman participating in the conference accused her of gate crashing the
event and of being trans.

After that the woman continued to stalk her and try to get her thrown out of other conferences,
including a meeting she was managing herself. 

So she could more than sympathise with the plight of being misgendered.

Another woman who ID’d as 'trans and NB’, who conformed to a typical female appearance,
said she experienced the hurt at different levels within her body when she was misgendered. 

WMO ™

Jenn said he had mixed feelings about the term ‘passing’ because it valued the binary. 

‘Passing’ was the concept of being ‘successful at something you are not really’, which is a
negative message to internalise.

There was several minutes discussion about ‘passing’, before Jenn’s mic drop moment. 

Jenn was saying: 
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‘We can’t control other peoples’ perceptions, for example’ - v. long sub-clause - ‘some people
may not perceive me as female, and I can’t control that, but I can educate’.

The entire Zoom call palpably shook at this totally unexpected and shocking revelation by
Jenn. 

Cue Jenn to open up and share with us (they always do) the details. For a number of years in
childhood and early adulthood Jenn had impersonated a boy and man.

But more of that later. That was just the tantaliser.

Next section: 
The Age of Science, in which Marie Curie got a brief virtue-signalling mention, but was
mainly all about pioneering German sexologist Magnus Hirschfeld.

Jenn’s next big fat lie of the evening pertained to the infamous Nazi 1933 book burning
footage claiming it was taken outside the Insitut für Sexualwissenschaft and that it was the
Institute’s own collection being thrown into the flames.

Jenn claimed that the footage has been ‘whitewashed’ and that the real victims of this specific
Nazi action were gay, GNC and trans people (i.e. rather than propaganda against Jewish
writers). 

Here is the British Pathe footage. 
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Burning The Books - Germany 1933 (1933)

Unused / unissued material - no paperwork - dates unclear or unknown. 1933?

German voiceover. Title reads: "The Burning of the Books 10 May 1933" Berlin,

Ger...

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kHCmiWaHUCw

It is well documented that the footage was taken outside the State Opera House in Berlin,
*not* the Institute.

There is also evidence that the Institute’s library, as well as being thrown into the fire, was
simutaneously plundered, so not quite the 'white washing' that Jenn presented. 

(Thanks JMC for finding the link below)

https://ghdi.ghi-dc.org/sub_image.cfm?image_id=2069

Jenn’s slide summarising Hirschfield’s role as a 'LGBT campaigner' conflicts with an official
website’s description of him being interested in ‘sexual transitions’ (Hirschfeld’s term for
homosexuals, transvestites and hermaphrodites). 

https://magnus-hirschfeld.de/ausstellungen/institute/

Hirschfeld wasn't exactly advocating 'be yourself'. 

When trans people found out about the amazing scientific advances through the proliferation
of media, interest in these procedures increased.

The media was fascinated with Christine Jorgenson, a ex-GI who, whose sex change story
knocked off the front page the news that the Russians had developed an atomic bomb
(according to Jenn) and bemoaned the media’s interest in such stories.

Story showed first seed of how ‘trans lives’ wld be discussed by the media. Started by using
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‘she/her’ pronouns to discuss CJ but then people started to point out the surgery hadn't
literally made him female and this has been used ever since to ‘deauthenticate trans
identities’.

The story of CJ prompted hundreds of men to seek treatment from the surgeons who had
performed the surgery and gender became a new field of study. 

It was around then (1960) Jenn began to realise he was also like CJ and that there was
something which could be done about it.

It also began a debate about whether CJ was really a homosexual man. 

It was asked in the chat, asked why people in Abrahamic religions were so intolerant (this is
in direct response to Jenn persuading this was the main cause of American Indian oppression
earlier).

People follow different Biblical texts and interpret them in different ways, and the texts might
not mean what people think they really mean, came the weak answer from Jenn.

He then back peddled a bit and claimed that the texts had enough grey areas to allow people
to discriminate against trans people (an idea that no Old or New Testament writer would even
be able to cogitate).

The other story Jenn wanted us to discuss, was a story he’d only found about a week ago. 

That of Carlett/Charles Brown which didn’t make it into the media because he was black,
Jenn said.

The Danish govt. passed a law which only permitted Danish citizens to undergo ‘sex change’
surgery - as it was illegal in other countries and they didn’t want the complications of legal
complications with other countries.

Brown gave up his US citizenship but the US wouldn’t let him travel unless he back paid
taxes.

Jenn thought this demonstrated how desperate and life changing the surgery could be (but
since outcomes were a complete unknown, this logically doesn’t follow).

Jenn admitted that he had no idea what happened to Brown but said that ‘she was as much of
a pioneer as Christine Jorgenson or Michael Dillon or Roberta Cowell’ etc but was severely
limited by the fact that ‘she was African American’.
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Pointless virtue signalling over we went into our breakout rooms for a third time.

The ‘right’ answers to the third question, as strongly suggested by Jenn in advance, was
‘white privilege’.

Jenn crowed that lots of people said of Jorgenson - ‘who wouldn’t want a wife who looked
like that’ and back in the 50s were weren’t talking about misogyny and privilege.

I think there may be more practical reasons why Brown hadn’t made it into the papers - he
either simply hadn’t wanted to sell his story to the National Inquirer, or the surgery got
botched and therefore a ‘big reveal’ was out of the question.

Representation of trans people in the media was mainly focussed on TW and there was no
visibility or exploitation of TM. Went from being a ‘medical miracle’ to ‘freak show’ tales. 

Jenn said he remembered seeing some of these covers on the news stands.

Jenn said that TW could either be represented as ‘sluts or saints’ in the same way women
were and also crimes against TW were excused by perpetrators who said ‘I was fooled’.

The first gay youth group was set up in San Francisco in 1965 and was called Vanguard. Jenn
said out of ‘respect and honour’ one of the TransActive Gender Project’s 14-18 yo youth
group was named after it.

A police sergeant, Elliot Blackstone, was very supportive of Vanguard, including doing
church collections to pay for hormone treatment for TS. 
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Jenn said lending his support ‘significantly damaged his career’, but not to the extent that he
lost his job it seems.

Summer of 1966 Dr Harry Benjamin published his book ‘The Transsexual Phenomenon’.
Jenn claimed that Benjamin was a colleague of Hirschfeld back in the early 20s. 

Jenn said that Benjamin became ‘the biggest supporter of trans identities’ and popularised the
term ‘transsexual’.

Jenn told us wistfully that he stole the book 54 years ago from a bookstore a few weeks after
it came out, when he was buying some comic books. 

He didn’t steal the book because he was too embarrassed to pay for it at the checkout but
claims he ‘didn’t have enough money’ and

made a quip about the statute of limitations. 

Later that year he found out that the John Hopkins Hospital in Baltimore was the first to
perform ‘sex change’ surgeries. He had turned 13 years old and read about it in the newspaper
and thought it was terrific news.

It inspired his next actions to go out cross dressing at night in his mother’s clothes, and
hitchhiking at night in order to ‘experience interacting with other human beings’ and for
survival.

There was apparently a protest in a cafe by TS. 

A group called COG (Conversion Our Goal) was set up for adult TS.
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Jenn pointed out that the ‘youth group came first’ - conveniently converting Vanguard from a
gay to trans youth group. Nice sleight of hand there.

Jenn then covered the Stonewall riot was covered - same old rewriting of history which I
won't repeat. 

Though it was funny when he sang the song in the purple box in a shaky tone flat voice.

Jenn said that the Gay Activitist Alliance were not supportive of ‘trans people’.

Jenn said this was replicated in 2007 when the HRC also refused to represent trans people and
it caused a significant rift between trans organisations and the HRC, which lingers to this day.
🙄

1979 saw the ‘birth of the anti-trans movement’ was augured by Janie Raymond’s
Transsexual Empire and what are known as ‘TERFs’ today. Jenn said that this book had been
influential on religious groups, especially those currently objecting to trans people in sports.
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We limped into the final section, The Modern Era, Jenn wanting to talk about ‘self-identified
trans masculine people’ and the influence they have had.

Jenn was noticeably reticent to use the term ‘transmen’ and by comparison never referred to
TW as trans feminine I don’t think.

Lou Sullivan had a huge impact and set up the FTM International organisation which
published a newsletter and persuaded medical professionals to open up ‘sex change’ treatment
to women.

Sullivan was a ‘gay transman’ who died of AIDS and took pleasure in telling the gender clinic
she attended that even though their programme told her she could not live as a gay man ‘it
looks like I’m going to die like one’. 

This was apparently indicative of Lou’s general SOH

and would often chuckle when she said it. 

Jenn was quick to point out that Sullivan’s philosophical point was ‘the realities of life should
and often do supersede the perceptions cultures place on people’s experiences and identities’. 

Oxymoronical innit.

Jenn said it was in fact ‘heteronormativity’ that decimated the gay community in the 80s,
rather than a sexually transmitted virus that took time to understand and find an effective
treatment for.

Jenn credited Sullivan with establishing that sexual orientation and gender identity were two
separate things and that she was instrumental in raising awareness about ‘gay trans people’
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(i.e. straight people). 

Jenn knew both Christine Jorgensen and Lou Sullivan.

The final instalment of Jenn’s personal story was that he ‘identifies as a lesbian’ and has been
in a relationship for the last 37 years. It was a no-no to tell psychiatrists that you were a
lesbian.

Jenn’s mum wanted to know why he was ‘same gender attracted’ and why he didn’t he stay as
a boy if he wanted to have relationships with women.

The internet was a game changer for trans people. Many studies have shown online
communities are more importance to queer people, because you may not have a real life
centre that you can go to. It made the idea of a trans community a reality.

People could now share information and advice on medicine and surgery.

Jenn was clearly still very excited about the internet, 30 years since its discovery.

In the early 00s there was no understanding of trans kids. There were no support groups and
neither did medical professionals have any understanding, or if they did, they saw it as a
disorder, as opposed to a variation.

August 2006 first stories began circulating about a ‘5 year old girl’ about to attend a
kindergarten. About a month before that story broke Jenn stumbled across a Yahoo group that
was titled ‘Parents of transgender children’.

It was a lightbulb moment in which he realised he could open up conversations with the
parents of these children (which doesn’t create a creepy impression at all, especially when
Jenn appears not to have had children himself).

Jenn joined that group - changed his life. Parents didn’t have the language at that point to
advocate for their children. Jenn suggested that someone should start an organisation that
specifically addressed this.

People thought he was nominating himself, but he hadn't, but he ended up doing it. 

So selfless for a man in his 60s, approaching his retirement, to devote the rest of his life to
transing other people’s children.

He set the org up with the help of 2 or 3 other parents in the group and the first incarnation
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was called Trans Kids Family Coalition. 

You can see in the screenshot below that the first slogan for his trans youth project was
‘Educate, Advocate, Legislate’.

They partnered with PFLAG for a while.

A decision was made to change the name of the org and the word ‘legislation’ was taken out
due to being a non-profit org and because they wanted to educate and support, rather than be
involved in political action

(Translation: people had got the willies about the word legislate)

Thus it became Trans Youth Family Allies and he left that organisation ‘for reasons we won’t
go into now but we had a slightly different vision’. 

A year later he and two other trans people then founded TransActive Gender Center in 2007
which had the message

as ‘educate, advocate, support’ (support replaced legislate but clearly it wasn’t far from the
thinking). 

Early 2019 became the first non-profit organisation which serves ‘families of gender-diverse
children to become part of an institute of higher education’.

Jenn has personal links to the other organisations which were set up to help trans kids -
Gender Spectrum and Gender Odyssey. 

In the Q&A a woman, whose child was trans and was part of the project, said that the most
help she’d gotten when she lived in SF was from a law firm,
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who had helped with name changing, etc. She claimed that there was no help out there and
that she had difficultly even in finding TAGP. 

Then she contradicted this by saying a counselling poster in her kid’s school asked ‘Do you
think your child might be trans?’

Someone made a comment about autism and Jenn became suddenly inexplicably tongue-tied
but finally came out with some waffle about ‘ableism’ and thought it could be a separate
training.

The only comment that anyone made about the CV19 pandemic, was the comment below,
expressing sadness that people weren't going to get their cosmetic surgery.

Jenn completed the training by whingeing about Hands Across the Aisle and showed a photo
of Kaeley Triller and Miriam Ben-Shalom, labelled ‘religious extremist’ and ‘TERF’
respectively.

The organisation was created to allow ‘religious anti-trans extremists and people on the alt
right, to collaborate with trans-exclusionary radical feminists - TERFs’, the latter would
normally be far left, said Jenn.

The organisations (i.e. religious extremists and TERFs) in reality really hate each other but are
prepared to overlook that on this issue because they both think ‘trans people are a danger, are
horrible and should not be respected’.

Jenn claimed he couldn’t make the videos from Hands Across the Aisle play and that the links
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• • •

would be sent to us at a later point, so we could be outraged on our own time. The links were
never sent. I searched and couldn’t find that a video had ever been produced by them.

The other video Jenn was fired about was about sport which was an obvious attempt to
stigmatise trans youth from full participation in school and life. 

After 3 minute hate was over final message was love and being our best selves and there is
biology behind gender identity.

Some info about the project. Normally there is a charge to attend the workshop of about $135.
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